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                                                      Abstract 

    In this paper, two LabVIEW based hybrid fuzzy filters combining fuzzy logic with 

simple filtering techniques for image de-noising are presented. LabVIEW is widely 

adopted for the design of real time systems and their realization in hardware due to the 

facilities available for performance simulation and measurements under different 

conditions. The main feature of the filters is that they try to determine the corrupted 

pixels using fuzzy rules and then treat them by utilizing the classical filters. To measure 

the performance of the designed filters, several corrupted images with Gaussian noise 

are processed. An objective criterion such as the Mean Square Error (MSE), and visual 

observation prove the effectiveness of the hybrid technique compared with the classical 

filters and several modern filters. 
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 انًهجُخ انًضججخرحسٍُ انصىس انشقًُخ ثبسزخذاو انزقُُبد 

     ( LabVIEW ) ثبالػزًبد ػهً ثُئخ اِالد االفزشاضُخ 

 فخش انذٍَ حبيذ ػهٍ         سشي َىفم ػجذ انشصاق
 كهُخ انهُذسخ  –قسى هُذسخ انحبسىة  

  انؼشاق –انًىصمجبيؼخ      

                                                    انخالصخ

أو  خفٍ انصىس انشقًُ نهزخهص يٍ انضىضبء يششح يضجت هجٍُُ( LabVIEWثبالػزًبد ػهً ) َقذو هزا انجحث

َظبو  حُث أٌ ,ثًضاوجخ انزقُُبد انضجبثُخ يغ رقُُبد يششحبد انصىس انشقًُخ انزقهُذَخ رقهُم رأثُشهب ورنك

(LabVIEW ًواسغ االسزخذاو فٍ رصًُى أَظًخ انضيٍ انحقُقٍ ورحقُقهب ككُبٌ يبدٌ ثبإلضبفخ إن )  ٌانجشيجٍ انكُب

انًششح هٍ إَجبد  اإٌ أهى يهًخ نهز أداءهب رحذ ظشوف يزجبَُخ.يحبكبح أداء انًُظىيخ انًصًًخ وقُبط إليكبَُبره فٍ 

 ثبالسزفبدح يٍ انًششحبد انُقبط انصىسَخ انًزأثشح ثبنضىضبء ثبسزخذاو انزقُُبد انضجبثُخ ويؼبنجزهب ثؼذ رنك

انًصًًخ رًذ يؼبنجخ ػذح صىس رؼشضذ نًسزىَبد يخزهفخ يٍ انضىضبء )َىع  نقُبط أداء انًششحبد .انكالسُكُخ

أثجزذ انُزبئج كفبءح  ,انشؤَب انجصشَخكزنك كبوط( وثبالػزًبد ػهً انًؼبَُش انًىضىػُخ يثم )يؼذل يشثغ انخطأ( و

 يقبسَخ يغ انًششحبد انزقهُذَخ وػذد يٍ انًششحبد انحذَثخ.  نًهجُخانطشَقخ ا
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1- Introduction 

    Noise can be generated during image capture, transmission, storage, as well as during 

image copying, scanning, and display. The most common type of noise in images is random 

(or Gaussian) noise. Random noise can be generated for example, during film exposure and 

development. Noise reduction in images has been one of the common tasks in image 

processing [1]. Conventional image enhancement techniques such as mean and median 

filtering have been employed in various applications in the past and are still being used. 

However, techniques using Fuzzy Logic (FL), which mimics human reasoning and tolerates 

ambiguities well are increasingly being looked into as alternatives to these conventional 

techniques [2], where this approach can be used to enhance the performance of classical 

filters. In noise reduction, the gray-level value of every pixel in the image is replaced with a 

new value depending on the local context. Ideally, the filtering algorithm outcome should 

vary from pixel to pixel based on the local context where a fuzzy technique can be adopted to 

achieve this goal. Already several fuzzy filters for noise reduction have been developed, e.g., 

the weighted fuzzy mean filter, the adaptive fuzzy weighted mean filter [3][4], and the 

iterative fuzzy control based filter [5]. However, most fuzzy techniques, in image noise 

reduction, mainly deal with impulse noise as in [6].  

 

   In real time image processing applications, the execution speed is critical. LabVIEW is the 

a graphical programming system with a compiler that generates optimized code with 

execution speeds comparable to compiled C programs. Thus, LabVIEW has the ability to 

create stand-alone executable applications, which run at compiled execution speeds [7]. For 

this reason LabVIEW environment is used in this paper to build and execute two hybrid 

fuzzy filters utilizing the fuzzy system designer and NI vision and motion toolkits. On the 

other hand, this paper modifies the fuzzy procedure presented in reference [8] with different 

threshold values and different rules, and combines this procedure with the classical mean and 

median filters to form a hybrid method to achieve better denoising. 

  

In addition to this introduced the rest of this paper is organized as follows: section 2 presents 

the first and the second hybrid filters. In section three the experimental tests and results are 

presented. The conclusions and future works are stated in section 4. 

   

2- Fuzzy Image processing (FIP) 
 

    Fuzzy techniques have been adapted to be applied in the field of image processing to 

perform a new field, which is called Fuzzy Image Processing (FIP). Indeed, many concepts 

associated with image processing are inherently fuzzy; one can easily observe that grayscale 

images and fuzzy sets are represented in the same way, allowing the exchange of techniques 

between both fields. Image processing also intrinsically encounters uncertainty and 

imprecision, e.g. to determine whether a pixel is an edge-pixel or not, or whether a pixel is 

contaminated with noise or not. Another example concerns similarity measures, which 

measure the degree to which two images are similar to each other [9][10]. In fuzzy image 

processing (FIP), expert knowledge can be incorporated to overcome the problems, which are 

difficult to solve by conventional image processing. FIP is a powerful set of tools to represent 

and 

 process human knowledge in form of fuzzy if-then rules. In addition, many difficulties in 

image processing, which are not always due to randomness but rather due to ambiguity and 

vagueness, can be managed by FIP [11]. 
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2.1- The First Hybrid Fuzzy Filter (FF1) 

 

     The filter consists of two stages; the first stage is fuzzy noise detection stage where the 

degree of noise for each pixel is computed using fuzzy rules (see Figure (1)). In the second 

stage the new gray level value of a pixel is obtained using a certain equation described later 

in details. A fuzzy rule based system is used to determine a degree of noise for each pixel of 

the image. The degree is a real number in the range [0, 1] instead of being a crisped value 0 

or 1 as in conventional image de noising techniques. The fuzzy rule is used to decide if a 

pixel is a noisy one or not and how much its noise. The result of this decision is the degree of 

noise (Nd) for each pixel, where if the pixel is noisy, the degree of noise is nearest to 1, while 

if the pixel is not corrupted, its degree will be nearest to 0. These values between [0, 1] do not 

depend on a threshold value, like other filters, but they are determined by means of fuzzy 

rules. This criterion certainly improves the performance of the filter. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 To determine the value of Nd for each pixel, two parameters are considered as antecedents 

for the fuzzy rule based system, as shown in Figure (1), these parameters are as follow: 

 

 For a 3×3 sliding window for an image, the minimum gray level differences between 

the central pixel and its 8-nighbourhood is considered as a first parameter for a fuzzy 

controller to decide the noisiness of a pixel    

mindif = min ( f (x, y) − f (x′, y′))                                                             (1)                                                   

Where (x′, y′) is an 8-neighborhood pixel of (x, y). 

 

 The number of similar pixels (NOS) is countered according to a predefined threshold. 

This is the second important parameter to decide the noisiness.       

NOS = {Number of (x′, y′) | f (x, y) − f (x′, y′) < th }                              (2)                                                                                                                                                                           

Where th : Threshold 

 

   In this paper two threshold values are set statically equal to 6 and 20 depending on 

the noise level in the image, in another word if the noise is high larger threshold value 

is used, and if the image is corrupted with low noise the threshold value is set to 6. 

also it may be determined dynamically to gain better results. The fuzzy membership 

functions and system rules are designed in LabVIEW fuzzy system designer model 

2009. The output of the fuzzy system is a degree of noise (Nd) associated to each pixel 

which is a real number between 0 and 1. Figure (2) shows the MFs of the system 

where these functions are adopted from references [8][12]. The rules of the fuzzy 

system are set according to the human intuition and experiences as: 

 

Figure (1): Simple block diagram for evaluating Nd 
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1. IF ' mindif ' IS 'low' AND ' NOS ' IS 'none' THEN ' Nd ' IS 'moderate'. 

2. IF ' mindif ' IS 'low' AND ' NOS ' IS 'few' THEN ' Nd ' IS 'small'. 

3. IF ' mindif ' IS 'low' AND ' NOS ' IS 'many' THEN ' Nd ' IS 'small'. 

4. IF ' mindif ' IS 'medium' AND ' NOS ' IS 'none' THEN ' Nd ' IS 'big'. 

5. IF ' mindif ' IS 'medium' AND ' NOS ' IS 'few' THEN ' Nd ' IS 'moderate'. 

6. IF ' mindif ' IS 'medium' AND ' NOS ' IS 'many' THEN ' Nd ' IS 'small'. 

7. IF ' mindif ' IS 'high' AND ' NOS ' IS 'none' THEN ' Nd ' IS 'very big'. 

8. IF ' mindif ' IS 'high' AND ' NOS ' IS 'few' THEN ' Nd ' IS 'big'. 

9. IF ' mindif  ' IS 'high' AND ' NOS ' IS 'many' THEN ' Nd ' IS 'moderate'. 

 

 
  

 
 

 
 

Figure(2) :Input-output membership functions for fuzzy noise detection  

 

  Mamdani inference engine, max fuzzifier, and centroid defuzzifier are used. The output of 

this fuzzy stage provides an evaluation of the pixel noisiness Nd. After the degree of noise for 

the corrupted pixel is accomplished, the output of the fuzzy inference engine (Nd) is used to 

calculate the new gray level of the pixel. Where each noisy pixel is multiplied by its 

corresponding degree (1-Nd), the rest value of the new pixel has a degree of (Nd) times what 

is called a reconstructed value (Rvalue).  

 

(NOS) 

( mindif ) 

( Nd ) 
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W00
(new) =

 (1-Nd)* W00 + Nd* Rvalue                                                                             (3) 

 

Where:     

            W00: is a central processed pixel of a 3×3 window.                                                                    
            Rvalue = median (Mj)   for j=1, 2, 3, … , 8 

            (1-Nd): the degree of the processed noisy pixel. 

 

Rvalue is the reconstructed value of the new pixel; Mj represents the median values of 3×3 

neighborhood windows for the processed central pixel in a 5×5 window as follow: 

The source image is partitioned into overlapping 2D blocks of size 5×5, which are processed 

sequentially in a raster scan fashion, left to right and top to bottom. Suppose that the 

processed pixel is W00 the sliding window of 5×5 is shown below: 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                                              (4) 

 

 

 

 

To calculate the median value for the central pixel W00, this region is divided into 8 sub 

regions of 3×3 windows each containing nine pixels as shown in Figure(3). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

                           (a)                                                                     (b) 

 

 

 

The median values for each 9 pixels of these sub-regions are determined as follow: 

M1=median ( Wk│ K= 1, 2, 3, 6, 7, 8, 11, 12, 0)                                                                 (5)                                                       

M2=median ( Wk│ K= 3, 4, 5, 8, 9, 10, 0, 13, 14)                                                               (6) 

M3=median ( Wk│ K= 11, 12, 0, 15, 16, 17, 20, 21, 22)                                                     (7) 

M4=median ( Wk│ K= 0, 13, 14, 17, 18, 19, 22, 23, 24)                                                     (8) 

M5=median ( Wk│ K= 2, 3, 4, 7, 8, 9, 12, 0, 13)                                                                 (9) 

M6=median ( Wk│ K= 6, 7, 8, 11, 12, 0, 15, 16, 17)                                                         (10) 

M7=median ( Wk│ K= 8, 9, 10, 0, 13, 14, 17, 18, 19)                                                       (11) 

M8=median ( Wk│ K= 12, 0, 13, 16, 17, 18, 21, 22, 23)                                                   (12) 

W1      W2    W3     W4    W5 

W6      W7    W8     W9    W10 

W11    W12   W00   W13   W14 

W15    W16   W17   W18   W19 

W20    W21   W22   W23   W24 

 

W1      W2    W3     W4    W5 

W6      W7    W8     W9    W10 

W11    W12   W00   W13   W14 

W15    W16   W17   W18   W19 

W20    W21   W22   W23   W24 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

W1      W2    W3     W4    W5 

W6      W7    W8     W9    W10 

W11    W12   W00   W13   W14 

W15    W16   W17   W18   W19 

W20    W21   W22   W23   W24 

 

 
 

 

 

 

  

 

Figure (3): The eight 3×3 sub regions inside the 5×5 sliding window 
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Figure (4) : LabVIEW block diagram of (FF1) 

 

These median values (M1-M8) are constructed in a virtual 3×3 window as shown: 

 

                                                                                                                                        (13) 

 

The median value of these eight median elements is calculated to produce the Rvalue. The 

LabVIEW block diagram of the of the FF1 hybrid filter is shown in Figure (4), where a fuzzy 

noise detection.vi is a sub VI (Virtual Instrument) designed to calculate the NOS and the 

mindif values for a 3×3 sliding window. This is shown in Figure (5).  

Figure (5) : LabVIEW block diagram of fuzzy noise detection sub VI 

 

   M1    M2     M3     

   M4    W00    M5    

   M6    M7     M8    
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2.2- The Second Hybrid Fuzzy Filter (FF2) 
   In this filter, the algorithm of the fuzzy noise detection in reference [8], is used after 
modifications on the rules and the universe of discourse, which has been explained in the 
previous section. The using of this stage was to obtain the degree of noise for the processed 
pixel, but the mean values for each sub-regions in a 5×5 sliding window is calculated instead 
of the median values. This means that Rvalue is obtained from the matrix of the eight mean 
values by taking the mean instead of median. The designed structure for that is shown in the 
LabVIEW block diagram in Figure (6).  

Figure (6): LabVIEW block diagram of (FF2) 

3- Experimental Results 
 

The filters are applied to grayscale test images (8-bit) after adding a Gaussian noise of 

different levels. Such a procedure allows comparing and evaluating the filtered image against 

the original one. Three representative test images, “Cameraman”, “House" and “Bridge” are 

used. The proposed filters have been compared with the classical mean and median filters and 

several other modern filtering techniques proposed in [3] and [5]. For this, the "Cameraman" 

image is corrupted with a Gaussian noise with μ=0, (σ=5, σ=10 and σ=20). Table (I) 

summarizes the results of FF1/FF2 filters, the adaptive weighted fuzzy mean filters (AWFM1 

and AWFM2) [3], and the iterative fuzzy filter (IFC) [5]. Table (II) summarizes results for a 

"House" test image and Table (III) for a "Bridge" test image. Figure (7) shows the front panel 

results of the program for the tested image "Cameraman" . In this figure the noisy image is 

corrupted by Gaussian noise with σ=20, the results of the proposed fuzzy filters are compared 

with that of classical filters (mean and median filters). 
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Figure (7) : Front panel of (FF1) and (FF2) for the "cameraman" image 
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Table (I) Results of the test image “Cameraman” 

Cameraman  
MSE 

σ=5 σ=10 σ=20 

Contaminated image 25.25 97.0 370.74 

Mean filter 178.89 188.06 229.05 

Median filter 197.17 220.15 313.1 

AWFM1 189 215 342 

AWFM2 123 132 175 

IFC 49.2 80.6 173 

FF1 (th=6) 

FF1 (th=20) 

53.8  

68.47 

73.9  

81.40 

174.40 

157.6  

FF2  (th=6) 

FF2 (th=20) 

73.86 

97.94 

89.61 

105.76 

193.36 

178.34 

 

Table (II) Results of the test image “House” 

House  
MSE 

σ=5 σ=10 σ=20 

Contaminated image 24.95 99.40 392.66 

Mean filter 154.11 162.85 199.13 

Median filter 47.58 74.69 181.96 

FF1 (th=6) 

FF1 (th=20) 

31.55 

54.22 

63.40 

67.58 

160.78 

147.54 

FF2 (th=6) 

FF2 (th=20) 

71.91 

85.60 

83.14 

91.50 

175.14 

154.47 

 

Table III Results of the test image “Bridge” 

Bridge 
MSE 

σ=5 σ=10 σ=20 

Contaminated image 24.96 99.63 394.01 

Mean filter 190.43 199.42 253.38 

Median filter 161.21 188.11 287.17 

FF1 (th=6) 

FF1 (th=20) 

71.46 

92.45 

96.12 

109.96 

205.11 

183.05 

FF2  (th=6) 

FF2 (th=20) 

82.54 

108.32 

102.06 

118.96 

208.60 

188.57 

 

 

4- Conclusions and Future work 
 

    In this paper, a new hybrid image fuzzy denoising and filtering has been proposed and 

implemented based on LabVIEW. The hybrid filters FF1 and FF2 enhanced the performance 

of the classical arithmetic filters (mean and median). A numerical measure, the MSE, is used 

to evaluate experimental results. From these results it can be observed that: 

 

1- FF1 and FF2 perform better at th=6 for low noise level (σ = 5 or 10) while at high 

level of noise (σ = 20) the performance is better at th=20. The conclusion drawn is 

that (th) should be increased when the noise level is increased. 

2- FF1 succeeded to remove the noise more than FF2 at both th-values and for all 

levels of noise for the three test images. The conclusion drawn is that FF1 is 

recommended as the best denoising filter for most cases considered in this paper.  
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   The future plan of the hybrid method is to extend it further through more research work 

by using adaptive threshold value for different level of noise as well as for different 

images. 
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